Prueba específica de Lengua Inglesa nivel B1 para acceder al Grado en Publicidad, Marketing y RRPP

GENERAL

1. The exam consists of Use of English (grammar and vocabulary), Reading, writing and listening. Each part is worth 25% of the total marks.
2. The pass mark is 60%

CONTENTS (total time = approx. 2 hours)

1. Reading – 30 minutes
2. Use of English (grammar and vocabulary) – 30 minutes
3. Writing – 35 minutes
4. Listening (approx. 20-25 minutes in total – including reading questions/checking answers time). Each extract is heard TWICE.

Reading

Text 1 – True/False/Doesn’t say questions
Text 2 – Option multiple questions

Use of English

Option multiple choices (grammar and vocabulary)
Sentence completion (Verb forms)
One word gap-fill

Writing

Part 1 – 1 short email or message (50-60 words).
Part 2 – Longer piece of writing – letter, email, story, review, opinion essay (100-150 words)

Listening

Extract 1 – option multiple choices
Extract 2 – Gap-fill questions. Maximum 2 word answer per gap (correct spelling) or True/False questions